
TITLE VI - CHAPTER 1 
AN ORDINANCE REGULATING ANIMAL 

 PROTECTION AND CONTROL 
 

BE OF ENACTED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY ALLEMAN, IOWA: 
 

SECTION 1.  Definitions.     The following terms are defined for use in this chapter. 
1. “Animal” means a non human vertebrate. 
2. “AT large” means off the premises of the owner and not under the control of a competent 

person, restrained within a motor vehicle, or housed in a veterinary hospital or kennel.  
3. A “domestic animal” is an animal or fowl that is typically accessory to occupancy in a 

principal dwelling, such as a dog, cat, rabbit, or pot bellied pig, is tame or domesticated, 
and is not considered dangerous by an ordinance of the City of Alleman  

4. “Livestock” means an animal belonging to the bovine, caprine, equine, bovine or porcine 
species; farm deer, as defined in Section 481A.1 of the Code of Iowa; ostriches, rheas, 
emus or poultry, which are not considered to be “Domestic Animals” above.  (Code of 
Iowa, Sec. 717.1) 

5. “Owner means any person owning, keeping, sheltering or harboring an animal.  
 
SECTION 2.  Animal Neglect.     It is unlawful for a person who impounds or confines, in any 
place, an animal, excluding livestock, to fail to supply the animal during confinement with 
sufficient quantity of food or water, or to fail to provide a confined dog or cat with adequate 
shelter, or to torture, deprive of necessary sustenance, mutilate, beat, or kill such animal by any 
means which causes unjustified pain, distress or suffering.  
(Code of Iowa, Sec 771B.3) 
 
SECTION 3.  Livestock Neglect.     It is unlawful for a person who impounds or confines 
livestock in any place to fail to provide the livestock with care consistent with customary animal 
husbandry practices or to deprive the livestock of necessary sustenance or to injure of destroy 
livestock by any means which causes pain or suffering in a manner inconsistent with customary 
animal husbandry practices.  
(Code of Iowa, Sec. 717.2) 
 
SECTION 4.  Abandonment of Cats and Dogs.     A person who has ownership or custody of a 
cat or dog shall not abandon the cat or dog, except the person may deliver the cat of dog to 
another person who will accept ownership and custody or the person may deliver the cat or dog 
to an animal shelter or pound. 
(Code of Iowa, Sec. 717B.8) 
 
SECTION 5.  Livestock.     It is unlawful for a person to keep livestock within the City except by 
written consent of the City Council or except in compliance with the City’s zoning regulations.  
 



SECTION 6.  Domestic Animal Restricted.     The maximum number of Domestic Animals in four 
(4) adult animals in any combination in any residence in the city of Alleman, unless the owner 
applies for and receives a variance from the City Council. 

1. The young or juveniles produced by any Domestic Animal and maintained with the 
parent animals are not limited.  However, they should be kept for a period or no more 
than ten (10) weeks or for a longer period if appropriate for the specific species.  

2. There is no limit to the number of smaller domesticated animals that may be kept in the 
residence, such as gerbils, hamsters, guinea pigs, mice, birds, snakes, ferrets and other 
similar animals maintained as pets and ot for breeding purposes, inside a dwelling.  

3. Any individual or group breeding Domestic Animals with the intent of selling them for a 
profit must have a breeder’s license and must follow the time limitation listed above.  A 
breeder's license must be on file with the City Clerk prior to the time such breeding 
begins, or within ten calendar days of the effective date of this ordinance, and said 
license must be maintained pursuant to the standards of the Iowa law.  

 
SECTION 7.  Pet Permits.    In order to effectuate the restriction on the number of Domestic 
Animals, by January 1, 2019, all residents of the City shall be required to register any Domestic 
Animals with the City Clerk and provide proof of a current rabies vaccination. 

1. There shall be a $5. Initial registration fee charged for a neutered Domestic Animal and a 
$20 registration fee charged for any non-neutered Domestic Animal. 

2. The registration fee shall only be charged once, so long as the owner of the animal 
provides proof to the City Clerk of ongoing compliance with rabies vaccinations. 

3. Any Domestic Animals brought into the City shall be registered with the City within ten 
calendar days of the animal being brought into the City.  

4. Failure to register an animal pursuant to this section in shall result in a late registration 
fee of $50 being added to the initial registration fee for each Domestic Animal.  

 
SECTION 8.  At Large Prohibited.     It is unlawful for any owner to allow an animal to run at 
large within the corporate limits of the City.  
 
SECTION 9.  Damage Or Interference.     It is unlawful for the owner of an animal to allor permit 
such animal to pass upon the premises of another thereby causing damage to, or interference 
with, the premises.  
 
SECTION 10.  Annoyance or Disturbance.     It is unlawful for the owner of a dog to allow or 
permit such dog to cause serious annoyance or disturbance to any person of persons by 
frequent and habitual howling, yelping, barking,m or otherwise; or by running after or chasing 
persons, bicycles, automobiles or other vehicles.  
 
SECTION 11.  Unhealthful Or Unsanitary Conditions.  

1. An owner shall keep all structures, pens, coops, or yards wherein animals are confined 
clean, devoid of vermin and free of odors arising from feces.  



2. No owner or walker or any animal shall permit the animal to discharge feces upon any 
public or private property, other that property of the owner of the animal.  The owner or 
walker shall be deemed to permit the animal’s discharge of feces if the owner does not 
immediately take steps to remove and clean up the feces from the property.  

3. All feces removed as aforesaid shall be placed in an airtight container and shall be 
stored in a sanitary manner in an appropriate refuse container until it is removed 
pursuant to refuse collection procedures or otherwise disposed of in a sanitary manner. 

4. An owner many, as an alternative to Section 1:09(3) collect the feces and turn it under 
the surface of the owner’s soil in any manner that prevents odor or collection of vermin. 

 
SECTION 12.  Rabies Vaccination.    Every owner of a Domestic Animal that has a rabies 
vaccination available through a local veterinarian shall be vaccinated.  It is unlawful for any 
person to own or have a Domestic Animal in said person’s possession, six months of are or over 
which has not been vaccinated against rabies.  
(Code of Iowa, Sec 351.33) 
 
SECTION 13.  Owner’s Duty.      It is the duty of the owner of any dog, cat or other animal which 
has bitten or attacked a person or any person having knowledge of such bite or attack to report 
this act to a local health or law enforcement official.  It is the duty of physicians and 
veterinarians to report to the local board of health the existence of any animal known or 
suspected to be suffering from rabies.  

  
 

 
 
 


